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how to make a boring subject interesting 52 ways even a - geni g whitehouse cpa citp cspm is the countess of
communication for even a nerd can be heard in napa california in 2013 she was named one of 25 thought leaders in
accounting and for the last 3 years has been one of the top 100 influencers in accounting, untitled slate star codex - also it
starts to look like me and the feminists should be looks like i and untitled doesn t really make sense and if biology is a hard
science it s on the extreme soft edge of hard sciences, wn 38 ira vs al qaeda i was wrong by gary brecher - before i
confess how wrong i was about a big issue i ll give myself a little pat on the head for being right about a much smaller deal
the afghan jailbreak i talked about two days ago i said it was an inside job all the way and that the reported number of
escapees 440 would go up right on, astrology and horoscopes debunked relatively interesting - let s make things
interesting subjective validation and the forer effect subjective validation occurs when two unrelated or random events are
perceived to be related because a belief expectancy or hypothesis demands a relationship, 45 amazing gifts to buy for the
family nerd popular science - we like to geek out over all kinds of things here at popular science from retro cool to cutting
edge to future tech there s nothing like a good gizmo to get our gears whirring, informationweek serving the information
needs of the - this is what a successful digital transformation looks like based on research into the characteristics of
enterprises that have succeeded with transformations in real life, warning 93 signs your dojo is a mcdojo the karate
nerd - imagine the fear you have been training in your dojo for many years now but a weird feeling is slowly creeping up on
you giving you that uncomfortable sensation in the pit of your stomach
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